GUARANTEE CERTIFICATE

We guarantee that the metal components of your photovoltaic fastening system as supplied by us are free from material defects due to manufacturing, which significantly affect its stability within the guarantee period if proper statistical calculation, and proper photovoltaic fastening system installation, operation and maintenance were carried out correctly.

In case of a guarantee claim, we will repair or replace the metal component ourselves or through a third party, at our own discretion. Further costs incurred for disassembly, reassembly and component transportation, as well as all further indirect costs, especially damage caused by the defect, are not included.

This guarantee only applies to the initial purchaser who purchased these parts directly from us and only if the guarantee is explicitly declared as applicable by inclusion of this guarantee certificate or in another written form (notably letter, e-mail, guarantee seal on the goods or in the product leaflet). The legal regulations regarding liabilities for defects and product liability are not affected by this guarantee.

* You can find the details and potential exceptions for this guarantee on our homepage www.schletter-group.com under the heading "Terms and Conditions / Guarantee Conditions". Please also note that this guarantee certificate only applies to items and systems from our standard "Solar Roof Systems" price list.